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About This Game

In a creaky old tavern, in a forgotten corner of the video game universe, a storm is raging. The barkeep gets a patchy phone call.
It's hard to tell what the caller is saying, but this much is clear: someone in The Six Pint Inn is planning a murder.

There are six patrons; all of them are video game protagonists trying to escape their past... But The Six Pint Inn has a way of
bringing back old memories. Each flashback plays out in an entirely different genre, sometimes blending multiple. By exploring

these memories you may discover the identity of the murderer... or you may learn much darker secrets.
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In The Hex you will...

 Control the six patrons and explore The Six Pint Inn

 Delve into the memories of these cast-aside game protagonists to learn the truth of their past

 Learn the identity of the would-be murderer... as well as the victim

The Hex takes roughly 6 hours to complete on the first playthrough.
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Title: The Hex
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Daniel Mullins Games
Publisher:
Daniel Mullins Games
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Turkish,Italian,German
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Beautiful. Just beautiful. I have not seen such an inteligent way of telling a story with characters so rich in humanity.
  To put pride, greed, fear, jealousy in the characters and at the same time justify these emotions as "just human", is out of pure
genius.
  10/10.. Why have I played through this? WHY?. although this game currently lacks a bit of polish, it is a very good atempt at
an fps in vr.
it was just the sort of game i wanted to try when i got my vive, well worth the purchase!. God damn this game is difficult. I
mean that the choices are extremely hard to make and what they will lead to is hard to determine, every choice means something
and you can't just go back on it without suffering some losses. And that is a good thing. Sometimes with Choice of Games's
games I can just rn through them and easily find the best scenario ending, but this one, gosh, I haven't I even finished it because
I don't have the heart to see everything crumble around me and not go my way. This game gives a good dose of cold, hard reality
and that gives it heart.. i like the part where the ai was bad but i still got to blow up the white house. 8.5/10 legit. A fantastic mix
of Zuma-style match 3 and twin-stick shooter action with an interesting story to boot! Some of the levels are quite challenging,
but there are plenty of power-ups and upgrades to unlock that'll help you along the way. Highly recommended!. 1. How to open
up concept Art
2. How to open up the music
3. Is their more DLC's coming out?

Rating: I love the DLC and I love the game in hole. It's crazy fun and you truly get to see civilization unfold right before your
eyes.. Not going to write a lot, it seems faster pace in the pictures, it isn't.

-Controls are terrible, have to click to move (mobile port?)
-Slow paced
-I'd even say 3.99 which is discounted is too much for this game

I have 1800+ games on my account and never refund games usually, but this got refunded
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Even if it's short,for a novel it's quite interactive and interesting,but unfortunately I'm not a huge fan of these novel games so I
didn't enjoy this as much as fan of these games.. i love this train so many good features and great graphics
. From the reviews I've seen I've expected something horrible, but in reality Catch, Canvas is a pretty standard and a
bit shallow, but decent-enough eroge VN. It might not be as funny or as original as some other, similar titles here on Steam,
but I actually quite enjoyed the theme and the pacing of the story - it's very casual and not a full-on comedy, but definitely
follows this formula on purpose.

The whole thing was rather short, but every girl got decent amounts of screen-time and development, with some fun interactions
and twists connected to all of them. The lack of meaningful choices and character routes might bother some, but I don't really
expect those from every VN and this clearly reached for a much simpler goal.

Also, while some reviews suggested that playing as a female was a tacked-on feature, I think the writing was consistent enough
to make the difference quite meaningful. Also, if played with the male protagonist, the plot would be super-creepy IMHO, as
yuri it gains a bit more ambiguity, making the whole thing feel less like a porn movie plot translated into VN form.

As we got to this topic, the game definitely follows a typical "ecchi" formula, with tons of fanservice at every corner, also
adding a straight-up sex scene at the end with the girl you choose (but those rely more on explicit text than visuals). Some CGs
are used multiple times but there's actually a fair number of them (21 in the whole game) and the art is very decent (although
admittedly not as good as in other titles by Razz). Same I think goes to sprites, which are fairly good looking, but not really
exceptional. The music and backgrounds are serviceable, never being memorable but not getting in the way either.

In summary, while this game definitely isn't great, it's also not horrible by any means – it’s simply all-around average. I
didn’t find it boring or off-putting, but it never impressed me either. If there was a “neutral” option, I would probably use it, but
as it is now, I give it a cautious recommendation. If you have a free afternoon and grab it on sale, you should not regret
your investment. Still, if you have better VNs on hand or for a similar price, feel free to skip this one, you won't be
losing much.

-----------------------------------

PS If you're interested in more quality western VNs, check out my curator page.. Great way to look at art. Easy game, easy life..
Everything about this Dlc is good, Other than the God forsaken "For whom the bell tolls" event. Literally one of the worst
events out there and even though i've never actually had a campaign ruined by it, I still think it's poorly done, Since your
characters personal combat skill, martial, and other combat related traits don't affect the "Not today" response to the event.
Really tired of being the greatest duelist in the entire game but still only getting a 20% chance of winning the fight.. Very short
game. Shows promise by the developer. About 1 hour total play time.

Offical Manual / Wiki:
We are happy to announce the #Trysaria Offical Wiki for Gamepedia has gone live today, we invite you all to go check it out
and help make it the best place for Trysaria info.

https://trysaria.gamepedia.com/Trysaria_Wiki. 1.4.0 Patch Notes:
1.4.0 EA

Changes

* Added a confirmation message when destroying an item.
* Added game version to the title screen.
* Added new main menu.
* Changed Credits.
* Added multiple new areas to explore.
* Blacksmith's Weapon Shop, now Buys items.
* Area Tags removed.
* Sign Post added to the world.
* New mobs and Notorious Beasts, and Loot and Items added to the world.
* Rebuild the save & load systems and how the game loads up, the first time played.
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* Added new NPCs to the world.
* Added New Side Quest and Main Story Quest.
* Added Idle Animations for all the current NPC's in the Game.
* Changed the way Normal Bee's act when attacking, and how long they will live once they sting you.
* Redrew the Small & Cave Bats, and Wings when dropped.
* Adjusted the Inventory and text on the screen.
* Added Flavor text to all the current items in the game.
* Added Skip function on the load screens, when a new game is started.
* The game no longer starts a night, it now starts are sunrise.
* Added a new UI design to the inventory and dialogue boxes.
* Remade all of the shop systems and UI.
* Reworked and designed how the Anvil in RedRock Repairs damaged items.
* Re-Added and redesigned the campfire, You can now shot arrows into the fire for a chance to light an arrow on fire.
* Added a New Easter Egg to the world of Trysaria.
* Added torches and lamps that will come on at night.
* Added the full versions, of the music into the game.
* Add all indoor levels to every building in Red Rock.
* Revamped a few graphics in the game, With more to be added.
* Added New Shop systems, you now get prompt to Buy, Sell, Repair, Rest and Save.
* Save Crystals have been removed from Red Rock Village and The Muddy Hills.
* New meals have been added to the Inn in Red Rock.
* Status effects have been added.
* Buffs and debuffs have been added to the game. Noxsickness(Poison) Frozen effect, Burn Dot, Stone, Str Up Dex Up Speed
Up, Down, of course, Mini effect, Nausea.
* Added new weapon type to the game. Swords are now Slash Damage, Spears and Arrows Pierce Damage Wooden and Axes
Blunt Damage.
* New Graphic sprites for Bees.
* Rebuilt Sell, Trash and Destroy Functions.
* Rebuilt and improved The Muddy Pits.
* Removed all simulated blood from the game.
* Re-Added hearts, and made a new image for the heart from a save point.
* Added Game Over music to the game over screen.
* Reworked Food Shop in Red Rock Village, it no longer crashes the game, but still has a bug.
* All weapon speeds have been adjusted and reworked.
* Some chest now require keys to open.
* Added some ambient music and sound effect to the world to give it more life.
* Added Ake a traveling merchant, He sells rare and expensive goods.
* Game over screen has been reworked.
* Bows are now two-handed weapons.
* Reworked Yellow Queen Slime.
* Reworked Ranged Green Slimes.
* Added an in-game menu, by pressing Escape on a keyboard or the Select button on the controller.
* Added Options to the main menu.

Bug fixes

* Fixed a bug that caused a few fish to swim on land.
* Fixed a bug where Eldwind would cause an error when talking to him.
* Fixed a bug where items would not load there amounts when you saved/loaded a game save.
* Fixed a bug where the Narrator would cause the game to crash.
* Fixed a bug where some music would not change when entering an area.
* Fixed a bug where items would not remove from the action boxes when amount or durability is 0.
* Fixed a bug where the Innkeeper in Red Rock would take your gold then put you in debt.
* Fixed a bug that caused the shop to not load correctly and crash.
* Fixed a bug with Two-handed weapons, they now take up both item slots and remove and equip correctly.
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* Fixed bug that caused the ambient sounds from the title screen to bleed over into the games intro level.
* Fixed a bug where a game over would stop all music.
* Fixed bug where ranged slimes would not stop attacking.
* Fixed a bug where Bee's would get stuck in a level boundary.

** Known Bug ***

Issues with Saving/Loading: Inventory Quantities are not always correct.

When exiting via the in-game menu, the title screen will remain shaded.

Sometimes arrow stacks cannot be used, Might be caused by the continuation of a game.

Mobs sometimes walk through walls. (caused by not leaving the attack state). Trysaria Trysaria Releases June 3rd!:
Trysaria will release on June 3rd! :)

Get ready to adventure forth and kick some monster butt.. Patch notes 1.0.1 - 1.3.4/1.3.9:
Patch notes for Update 1.4.0 will be released in the coming weeks.

1.0.1 Closed Alpha (Hot Fix)

Bug fixes

* Fixed projectiles shot from mobs.
  Should no longer cause an error when hitting the player when blocking, May still error out when hitting a tree or stone.

1.0.2 Closed Alpha

Changes

* Expanded on Durability for items, they now don't lose durability so fast, making the item lasting much longer.

1.0.3 Closed Alpha

Changes

* Replaced the old in game font with a new custom made font.
* Now text will be a lot more clear and cleaner at any resolution.

1.0.5 Closed Alpha

Changes

* Rebuilt the in game controls
* Keyboard now fully supports Arrow keys to move and ZXCV as action keys.
* The game still supports WASD to move and HJKL as Action Keys.

* Gamepad controls have been redefined and improved.
* Implemented the D Pad to work as movement in the world as well as on the menu screens.

* Expanded the world in the Red Red Mt.s the caves are now expanded.
* Have fun looking for hidden paths.

1.0.6 Closed Alpha (Hot Fix)
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Changes

* You can now use the Enter at the Main Menu to select an option.

1.0.7 Closed Alpha

Changes

* Re-enabled the sound effect when tree's get hit.
* Bee's no longer die on contact with the player, right away.
* Lowered the bee's spawn rate and chance.
* Changed how the palm trees spawn coconuts and there rate to spawn.
* Mobs no longer drop the little heart.
* Reworked the way mobs deal damage when the player touches them.
* Reworked the way arrows and mobs projectiles work.
* Added Area Tags, to display the name of the region you enter.
* Added Wooden Bow and wooden arrows, to start with.

Bug fixes

* Fixed bug where mobs would leave an invisible damage marker on the ground even after death.

1.1.7 Closed Alpha

Changes

* Changed and enhanced the Mt. Cliffs, graphically making them a lot more noticeable and readable.
* Made changes to multiple levels.
* Levels added to the northern region of Red Rock.
* New Frog graphics.
* All mobs now drop there own loot.
* Removed gold drops from all animal, creature, & insect based mobs.
* Adjusted health on all mobs in the game.
* New mobs added to the world.
* New Notorious Monster added to the world, Will spawn under set weather conditions and time of day.
* New item and weapon drops.
* Grass no longer drop gold or small hearts.
* Changed Damage dealt by bees.
* Rebuilt weather system.
* Added an anvil that can be used to repair items, in Red Rock Village.
* Reworked background sound effects.
* Add new game music.
* Reduced how long footsteps stay on screen.
* Remade animation for oaks trees, and added more animations to the palm tree.
* Added a death effect to the bee after it stings you.
* Added a credits screen.
* Enabled Saving and Loading.
* Added save crystals to the world.

Bug fixes

* Fixed bug where the beehive would spawn bees, while it was raining.
* Fixed bug on death with bees, where stats were not recorded.
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* Fixed bug where some weapons could break pine trees and stones.
* Fixed a bug where the shadow of the arrow would cause an error. which was caused by a change in the engine update.
* Fixed a bug where arrows and bombs wouldn't load there saved info.
* Fixed Bug that would cause arrows and bombs to stay at an inventory space when the item was used.

1.1.8 Closed Alpha (Hot Fix)

Bug fixes

* Fixed bug where the game would crash when the weather would change while at the paused/Inventory screen.
* Fixed issue where the player would eat a flat face fish and the game would crash.
* Fixed inn would pop up a debug message and not a message on the screen.
* Fixed a bug where the player would load into a wall, after leaving the red rock fields to the right.
*Fixed Bug where some bushes wouldn't destroy.

1.2.5 Closed Alpha
(( THIS VERSION WILL REQUIRE A NEW GAME TO BE STARTED!!!))

Changes

* Reworked Credits.
* Added a Lantern.
* Added animations to the water edge at the beach.
* Changed Pine Logs and Oak Logs into just Logs.
* Added Chickens.
* Increased the Stamina recharge rate.
* New Notorious Monster added to the world
* New Weapon added.
* Added new graphics to the main character, along with new animations.
* Added NPC's to Red Rock Village.
* Enabled the dialogue system.

Bug fixes

* Fixed bug where a collider was missing in Red Rock Village.
* Fixed bug with Arrows and Bombs not deleting after being used.
* Fixed the save crystals the player no longer gets stuck.
* Fixed broken door on the mt. top.
* Fixed a bug, where when selling in a shop, the player would only receive gold for one item and not every amount.
* Fixed a bug where selling the bow would leave it in your inventory.

1.2.6 Closed Alpha

Changes

* When the player dies, you only lose half your bombs, arrows & gold.
* Adjusted radius on npc's dialogue system.

Bug fixes

* Fixed colliders on stairs in Red Rock Village.

1.2.8 Closed Alpha (Hot Fix)

Changes
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* Added wooden sword to the game.
* Removed wooden axe bow and arrows, from the start.
* Disabled Rooster Call.

Bug fixes

* Adjusted collider on the save crystal.
* Fixed Reet's dialogue.

1.2.9 Closed Alpha (Hot Fix)

Changes

* Removed wooden sword.

Bug fixes

1.3.2 EA
Changes

* All items have been removed from the start of the game.
* Intro has been added.
* The first and second part of the main story has been added to the game.
* New Item added to the game.
* Changed chest at the top of Red Rock Mt.

Bug fixes

* Fixed bug where arrows would subtract at random when entering Red Rock Village.
* Fixed the wooden sword. ((It was not meant to come out in the hotfix))
* Fixed Text when the player talks, with it not resetting or showing the correct text.

1.3.4 EA

Changes

* Added Weapon shop, in Red Rock Village.

Bug fixes

* Fixed messages displaying under objects.
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